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PORTIONS 

7-30-18 
L)  SIS;   knead as dough;   knead the hearts of the broken that they rise up and be whole;   
this you shall do many, many, many times, Child;   (According to Your will, Almighty God, so 
be it.) 
HH)   enter into the realm to which I have called and placed you;   back not away for I am with 
you and shall not leave nor forsake you;   enter and grasp;  vSIS;   Jacob is truly blessed;   I 
honor the blessings you and Kyle have bestowed upon Him according to My directions;   
place a shield of protection around him;   have it close around him and yet extended out from 
him in ever increasing circles about him;   station angels in and around each circle forming 
barriers the enemy cannot break through;   (w/A of YNJ and according to the directions of 
Almighty God, I place a shield of protection close around Jacob Emmett Metz in ever 
increasing circles about him and station angels in and around each circle forming barriers the 
enemy cannot break through and I w/A of YNJ AAI each of these statements.)   now, stand on 
Our said, written, and soon to be spoken words; 

7-31-18 
HH)  hustle when I say hustle;   never waste time, but hustle only as I say;  tell My Children to 
allow Me to guide and to not take it upon themselves;   My Children, be intent on grasping 
understanding in all matters;   you know not to assume;   tell Kyle and Robert to put on My 
armor, all of My armor;   tell them to lean not on their own understanding but to lean on Me;   
look to Me in all matters;   refuse to be swayed from the truths I have taught them;   these 
things they must do 

8-01-18 
L)  SIS;   Prepare ye the way;   open every door I tell you to open and close all I say to close, 
My Chosen Children;   pay close attention that ye miss not;   (Yes, Father)   crucial;   timing is 
crucial;   tend to it;   
HP)  SIS;   Kyle alone;   let him not be alone;  Bride duty to keep him and Robert covered;   
Robert relate, relate, relate the needs to the Bride;   blind covering is good, but specific 
needs must be specifically covered;   understand;   understand, understand;   all levels of 
understanding must be adhered;    
HH)  (As I stood at the entry to the Healing Room, I suddenly started sending Praises to 
CMM's place in Florida and then extensive tongues came forth.)   Hallelujah, Child;   enter;   
(tended PHHM and wound and bowed)   (tongues as I tended)   Click, Click, Click;   things, 
events are Clicking into place;   allow to the fullest of My will;   (W/A of YNJ I AAI to the fullest 
of Your will Almighty God the Clicking into place of things and events as You deem.)   done, 
done, done and done, Child;   sit;   vSIS;   careful mingling;   touch only what I say to touch, 
whom I say to touch;   careful, alert, aware at all times;   Bride must cover;   core must cover;   
core must cover it, Child
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